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Issues heat up ~oral race
community it's going to be
extremely important," Meyer said.
'There's enough students here to
sway a city election one way or the
other."
According to Meyer, only 5,300
people voted in the primary.
To this commenr he added,
"You guys can decide who gets
elected if you want to."
Donlin's take on this ":as
similar.
"We always encourage students
to take part in city elections. Many
are reluctant to do that. Even so, we
encourage (the students) because it
is such a big~ of our city."

by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Despite ·only two on-campus
votes placed during the mayoral.
primary earlier this year, Larry
Meyer and Gerry Donlin .debated

issltes for interested onlookers
Thursday in The Quarry.
"I think it's a shame in the

primary we had two votes here on
campus for mayor," Meyer said.

'That's disgraceful. I think that
should be~ way higher turnout."
In his closing comments
mediator Gene Gilchrist, vice

president of Administrative Affairs,
added his viewpoint.
'That two students voted in the
primary is not reflective of the

LARRY MEYER

participation on which this country
has been built The only way our
democracy, your voice, will be

heard is through the ballot box.
. With this in mind, why would

Fund remembers
missing alumna
bf Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The establishment of the Jodi
uisenlnli.t Endowment with
$12,000 in seed money was

announced at a press conference
Friday in the UTVS studio in
· stewart Hall.
Huisentruit was abducted as she
left for work
·, in the early
morning
hours of June
27, 1995. ·At

the
time
Huisentruit
was a news
anchor
at
KIMT-TV ·in
Mason
City,
JODI
,Iowa.
She
. HUISENTRUIT graduated
fro m SCSU in
1990 with bachelor's degrees in
mass communications and speech
communications.
.
Tue money for the endowment
comes from money collected as a
reward for infonnation to help find
Huisentruit. CBS donated $5,000 as
did Spartan Communication, Inc.,
owners of KI:ttrr-TV. Another
$2,000 was donated by employees
ofKIMT-TV.

.

"Whal we ha1,1e here today is a
seed that wi ll hopefully grow into a
really huge tree 'SOmeday," said
KIMT-TV News Director Doug
Merbach.
Director of Major Gifts Terri
Shipshock said SCSU was
contacted by Merbach about four
months ago. "He was interested in
Working with us for a fund in Jodi's
name," Shipshock said. She said
Merbach wanted money put into a
program that would be for positive
use.~
"Jodi was a special person,"
Merbach said. "She had a special

incident
occurs in

Mitchell
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

On the night of Oct. 8, freshman
Mary Green, a black student, left a
note on her neighbo(s door in
Mitchell Hall saying 'she had her
neighbor's belt.
GERRYDoNLIN
On the following morning
the candidates spend the time
Green woke up to find "KKK" and
participating in an on-campus
a swastika written on the message
debate?
board with an arrow pointing to her
"If (the students) tum out and
name.
Go TO DEBATE, PAGE 5•
vote like other citizens in the
"At first I just stared at it,"
Green said. She said she wrote
"save this" next to the symbols,
then showered and went to class.
"I was upset and hurt all day,"
Green said. She said she thought
about what she saw all day. "I was
more upset than sad," she said.
Later on Oct. 9, two women
living in Mitchell Hall told Green
,who wrote the derogatory symbols
near her name, .Green said.
Green reported what was
wriuen--to Lee.Bird; vice president
of Student Life and-"'Oevelopment
on Monday. Bird told Green to
report the incident through the
regular protocol, Green said.
Bird said nonnal procedure for
reporting cases like this begins by
filing a complaint in writing with
the student's hall director, resident
adviser or BemaDette Wilson,
coordinator of judicial affairs.
Green told her resident adviser
and then the hall director ·at
Mitchell Hal l. Green fi lled out an
unusual incident report with the
hall director, Kristine Henning.
"She (Henning) said she would
put ii in the files until something
) like thi s would happen again,"
Green said.
SCSU code of conduct item
four reads "Intentionally, recklessly
or negligently placing any person
under mental du.ress or causing any
person to be in_ fear of physical
danger through verbal abuse,
harassment (including repeated
phone calls) sexual harassment,
hazing, intimid.ition, threats or
other conduct which threat..:ns or
endangers that person's emotional,
Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHF.R
SCSU junior and ceramics major Julio Villamil puts the finishing mental or physical wel\-beiflg."

CREATIVE HANDS

interest in people furthering their
education."
"Whenever we had an intern
Jodi would drop what she was
doing and work with that intcm,"
Merbach said.
Jo Ann Nathe, Huisentruit's
sister, thanked everyorfe who was
involved in getting the endowment
started. "Jodi loved St. Cloud
(-State) University," Nathe said.
"She felt she had gotte.n the best
education at St. Cloud State," Nathe
said. "Huisentruit often commented
on . her professors and friends at
SCSU."
"Jodi was a pcipular face on the
news at SCSU," said mass
communications
department
Chainnan Richard Hill. "Her
charm, love and ability to
empathize came through clearly."
"Jodi would be tickled that
someone could go into her field,"
Nathe said . "I hope whoever
receives the scholarship would have
many more years to their career
than Jodi did."
"Jodi would be applauding this,"
Hill said.
Huisentruit's family agreed that
roughly 80 percent of the
endowment will go to 'the mass
communications department, while
the other 20 percent will go to
SCSU's golf program, according to
Shipshock. Huisentruit was a state touches on his 38-inch tall vase, He is completing a series of 10
champion golfer when she arrived large pots for his ceramics 471 class.
at SCSU and was on the SCSU golf '
team.
, All people - especial~
"Jodi was fun to play golf with,"
students - want and hope to
Merbach said. "Maybe someday I'll ·.
mClke friends, inspire
get to do that agai n."
·
attraction and get a job.
The $12,000 seed money is just
How is someone to do
over the $ I0,000 minimum for an
endowment, Shipshock said. Only
this?
one $500 scholarship every year
Clothing choices play a
will come from the $12,000,
key role in the impressions
Shipshock said.
people form as well os the

Go ro ALUMNA, PAGE 3•

Racial '

·Dr~ss
U®~
success

reactions one gets.

Go TO RACIAL, PAGE 4 •
Judith Litterst. a professor
of speech communication.
offers tips and shares
information from academic
research and classroom
experiments.
Check out Diversions and
learn the best way to make
a great first impression.

Page 14
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
together would come under the supervision of
the state\Vide unit.

Police Chief attempts
.to set up regional
Big retailers not
- gang strike force
donating Princess
St. Cloud Police Chief Dennis O'Keefe
sent proposals to stale officials in hopes of Diana CD profits
setting up a strike- force which will help
combat gang-related crime before it gets to be
more of a problem than it is now.
O'Keefe's plan includes o~cers from
Benton, Sherburne and Steams counties as

well as some from the St. Cloud and Brainerd
Police Departments.
If the proposal is approved, the state will
supplement 75 percent of the salary of the

officers involved from each jurisdiction. This
will allow each department to hire
replacements. The 1997 crime bill made
money available for a statewide gang strike
force. The force O'Keefe is trying to put

Minneapolis-based Target Stores sent
$100,000 to the Diana, Princess of Wales
Memorial Fund in response to a letter from an
angry customer.
.._
The letter came on the heels of a series of
news stories: which said the retailer was not
contributing profits from Elton John's rem·ake
of "Candle in the Wind" to the memorial
fund.
The company estimates -its donation will
exceed any profits from sales of the single
which sells for $2.99.
Gail Dom, a spokeswoman for Target,

MONDAY
Registration
Registration for Winter
Quarter begins today.
Consult the Winter Quarter
schedule f9r information.
Schedules are available in
the Administrative Services
building.

. TUESDAY
Spotlight
Speed of Rain will play in
The Quarry at 8 p. m.

Caramel apple sale
All day in Atwood Memorial
Center. Sponsored by Tau
Kappa Epsilo-n fratE!rnity and
Delta Zeta sorority.

THURSDAY .
Literary Arts
The winners of the Spooky
Story Contest will be
announced at 7:30 p.m. in
the Atwood Theatre Lou.nge.

Movie
The movie "Scream" will be
shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
the Atwood Little Theatre. It
will also be Th€! movie will
also be shown Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at the .
same times.

To stibmit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 5630).4498.

Index
News..
............. .3-5
Commentary/Opinion .... .... 6/7

and rerouted school buses until they could
contact Keller.
.
Police said Keller was cooperative and left
his home at their request. He was charged
with making terroristic threats.

Help wanted: Benton ·
County jail doctor?

Police arrest former
police officer
St. Cloud Police arrested Kenneth Bruce
Keller, a former Lino Lakes police officer,
Friday after Keller allegedly threatened the
lives of the Lino Lakes police chief and city
administrator.
Keller, 38, of 1929 14th St. S. was
apprehended at around 2:30 p.m. Friday. The
Lino Lakes Police Department called St.
Cloud POiice Thursday to request the arrest of
Keller.
St Cloud Police informed local residents

Clifford Stiles announccp Friday that h~
would quit unless Benton County
commissioners hired the jail nurse
full time.
Stiles runs a private practice in Foley and
serves as the Benton Cou_nty coroner.
According to Stiles, the nurse
Tamarah Schrom has two other job offers and
needs to know if she is full-time. In an
emergency move commissioners asked her to
work at least 32 hours a week
with benefits until the first of the yyar.

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

said she believed most consumers thought the
money for the single would go to the fund,
but that A & M (the record label) never asked
retailers to participate in that way.
Target Stores have given $38 million to
charities this year.

Bfuzard buries
western Plains
Three feet of snow covered the
western Plains Saturday in the first
blizzard of the season.
Interstates and highways were
closed across eastern Colorado,
southeastern Wyoming and also
parts of Nebraska, Kansas and New
Mexico.
The National Weather Service
indicated snow falls were as high as
38 inches in some communities in
Colorado and even more at higher
elevations. Denver received 20
inches and 24 inches fell in
Boulder.
Gov. Roy Romer declared a
state of emergency and mobilized
the National Guard to rescue

stranded motorists. The Colorado
Department of Transportation had
1,600
snowplows
operating
Saturday.
·

Million Woman

March hosts 2.1

abuses against blacks, the start of
independent black schools and a
call for investigations into CIA
involvement 'in the crack trade in
black neighborhoods.
Organizers relied on ·word · of
mouth, the Internet and the black
media to spread word of the event.

million

Dennis Green;

An estimated crowd of 2. l
million people gathered in
Philadelphia Saturday in a show of
solidarity for African-American
women.
They came from all over. the
nation in planes, cars, trains and
buses.
The march provided a forum for
issues many blacks feel .are not
covered by other women's groups.
Among thein were human rights,

Owner?
In the final chapter of a book
released Thursday in the Twin
Cities, Vikings coach Dennis Green
threatened to sue two owners unless
they -sold him their shares of the
team.
Green
wrote
the
book
apparently in response to what he
perceives as a conspiracy against
him by some of the Vikings'

owners. the Vikings have 10
primary owners and although Green
does not identify the two owners in
his book, they are believed to be
Jaye Dyer and Wheelock Whitney.
Green contends the two
damaged his reputation when they
contacted fonner Notre Dame
coach Lou Holtz last year in an
unsuccessful aitempt to make a
coaching change.
Dyer said he was stunned by the
book's timing.
"Your first reaction here is, 'Gee
whiz, our coach, rather than being a
buffer, has created (a distraction) .
And we're 5-2 with a big game
coming up," he said.
According to Green's plan, he
would remain head coach and
assume the responsibilities of
ge.neral manager.

IN IIIsTORY•••

15YFAR5AGO... .
Husky head football coach
Wayne "Mike" Simpson announced
his resignation . at a press
conference.
Simpson coached for 11 years
prior to the announcement. He cited
lack of enjoyment as one of the
primary r~asons for leaving.
Simpson remained as head
coach through the rest of the season.
He had made a similar request
the previous year and was denied.
President Brendan J. McDonald
agreed to release Simpson under the
condition he remain as an assistant
coach.
Other reasons Simpson gave
included a desire to return to more
of a coaching' ·capacity rather than·
the administrative duties of a head
coach and he also felt it was time
for a new head coach.
At
the
time
of
the
announcement, the Huskies had
two games remaining in the season.
A search committee was formed
and later hired current head coach
Noel Martin.
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CzechR~public
hosts students
Eleven students in music and art

He said Pala~ky University found SCSU
instead of the other way around.
"We investigated a locati9n in Pol~d
and in Prague ·before luckily having

disciplines are sttldying in the Czech

Palacky University actually find us," said

by Kristin Albrecht
CO.·NEWS EDITOR

Republic as part of SCSU's international -Frbhrip. "Weselectedthispartoftheworld
studies program.
because of jts history and in the arts, its
The students left Aug. 20 and have been ceritral location to most of Europe, because
studying at _Palacky University, located in of the cost and because Palacky University
the town of Olomouc. Olomouc is the was and continues to be very supportive
· fonner capital of the region of the Czech and helpful in the development and
Republic
call'ed realizat~on of the program." , . . ,
Moravia.
Dunng the first two we~:ks m the Czech
The pl"Ogram has Republic students studied the ·Czech
been in th6 process language for more than 40 hours. Frohrip
of organization for said they learned qliickly and many of them
the past three and a are able to find their way around just about
half years and was anywhere. English is spoken a great deal in
specifically
the city and all of the classes are in the
designed
for English language.
.
students who wish
The cost of the progratn is $4,800. It is
to pursue degrees in one quarter for this year only and will
N
music and the arts.
extend to semesters in the future. The cost
FROHRIP
Kenton Frohrip, includes eve))'thing except food and
a retired SCSU music professor, is the personal ex(X!nses. F~hrip said food is
, director of the program. Frohrip said he .reasonable in the Czech Republic and the
began the development of it in 1993 along students live in a -donn where there is a
with help from International Studies and • good kitchen. Many of them cook and
the art and music departments. He said the prepare most of their meals, but .they can
search for this program· went past his eat out quite well for under $3 at a
retirement date, but the administration restaurant
allowed !;um to finish what was started back .
, In addition to studying privately with
in 1993.
local visual artists
Frohrip' and his
••
andmembersofthe
wife Karen have
Moravian
directed
study
·
Philhannonic and
programs for SCSU
- the
Moravian

===='4•-~====

~; °;;;~;~~~;~
' . • . . "'ite,
::men,

music

This experience is
~::;~P ~~?ct'
:'J~
everytbit.ig we ho
iiim!',m,d
'it would be and more. FocC:: 1~~;:~Y ~~
Kenton Frohrip ~~~!~s: ~~i~~!~
c~

:~ro:;;c;ou~o~::r
both students and
DIRECTOR OF CZECH REPUBLIC
They have gone on
adults. He said he
PROGRAM
10 trips· . ranging
wants · people to
from a half day to
know Karen.is just as
five days in · both
committed to the success of these programs Prague and Budapest and a three-day trip to
and that they operate as a team in all of their Kracow, Polarld. Only the Prague trip was
international endeavors.
paid for fully with program funds. The
The students are registered fo~ 16 others were subsidized to a certain degree
quarter credits. All of the credits are in by the cultural budget.
·
music or art.
.
MOst Of the students will travel for up to
It was his original intention to offer a three weeks following the cloSing of the
professional and cultural Opportunity for art program on Nov. 7. They will be returning
and music students. The program is to SCSU for winte_r quarter.
designed to focus on _those two diSCiplines'
''This experience is everything we
and students must be ex(X!rienced, talented, hdped it would be and more, especially
trained and/or committed to their art in because of Jan Viscar, our local
order to qualify.
administrator, and j:)ecause of a group of
Frohrip said he is in discussiOn with the thoughtful, interested, talented, intelligent
·mu.Sic del)artments at Mankato and and willing students from SCSU who have
Moodiead State Universities about their impressed the local professors and friends,"
participation in the program.
Frohrip said.

Shane OpaJz/PHaro EDnvR

. Jo Ann Nathe, Jodi Husentriut's sister, gets interviewed by Ken Speake from
KARE-11 Friday at the UTVS television studio in Stewart Hall.

Alll1ll1la
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The seed !fl(lney will be invested by the
· SCSU F_oundation to raise more money for the
fund.
Shipshock said if the fund were to grow to
$100,000, $5,000 in scholarships would be
- guaranteed for scholarshipS ·eveiy year. With
this,
$4,000
would
go
to
mass
communications, while the other $1 ,000

woulogotolJil,l!"lfprogram.

the media comes up from Minneapolis," , ..
Shipshock said. ''The response has ··beerl :tremendous."
"
Television CfCws from Alexandria and the
Twin Cities were at the press conference on
Friday, as well as reporters from the St. Cloud
1imes and WJON-AM.
·
"We're asking for assistance from the

meilii"lll 'spread'11i1!'

hi~.

The press conference Friday..., also ' Communities where Huisentruif worked such
announced the beginning of campaign to as Alexandria and Mason City are also being
raise money for the fund through donations.. ctmtacted for donations, Shipshock said.; She
Brochures atinouncing the endowment and said people in Minneapolis and St. Paul are ,
requesting donations will be sent to people being asked.for donations through the media.
who were involved in the mass
Other media approached for help in asking
communications program 'from 1988 to 1992, for donations are the TV talk shows which
(X!Ople Huisentruit. graduated with and to covered
Hui,sentruit's
disappearance.
communities where she lived and worked, Celebrities shows contacted in.elude Oprah
Shipshock said.
Winfrey show, Leeza and Sally, according to
"She had lasting friends (from SCSU). Shipshock.
They were ~lways in _touch with her," Nathe
Individual or corporate donations for the
said. Nathe is still in contact with many of endowment can be sent to SCSU Foundation,
Huisentruit's friends. She said they have been Alwnni and Foundation Center, 720-Fourth
very
supportive
since
Huisentruit's Ave. S., St. Cloud, MN 563Ql-4498. "Jodi
disappearance.
.
Huisentruit" should be writteh on the memo
''There is a · lot of mute testimony and line of checks jor the endowment. Donations
remembrance of Jodi in Long Prairie;'' Hill , c<ln also be pledged on a web site for the
said Huisentruit was originally from Long ~ ~ndowment
at
Prairie, Minn. where her sister still lives. Long hltp:/lwww.stcloudstate.edu/-..fruitnljodi.html.
Prairie is one of the communities asked for. Moniy-can be pledged on the web Site and
donations to the endowment.
.
~
_those who pledge there wi# be contacted later
"If this morning (Friday) is any indiCation, by the SCSU Foundation in order to collect the
it's. been a positive'response. It's not often thar donatio'n.
·

a

Semester questions to be addresses at forum
by Jeremiah Jennings
STAFF WRITER

I

Students will have the chance to get more infonnation on
next year's change from quarters to semesters Wednesday.
SCSU President Bruce Grube and Academic Vice President
Suzanne Williams will answer questions about the conversion
in an open forum, to be held in Kimberly A- Ritsche
Auditorium at 3 p.m.
With the change jqst around the comer, n'lany students are
concerned about how their credits will transfer to the new
system and, for those preparing to finish school, how it will
affect their graduation. The forum is intended to get these
issues out into the open and infonn students abou.t a subject
maity are unsure about.
:·semester conversion is so~thing that's on students'
minds," said Grube.

The session will be part of an overall .campaign by the
university to help make a seemingly difficult topic more
accessible.
ACcording to Williams, ''This is one of a number of efforts
we're making to _get information to students."
S~SU administration plans on continuing its effort with
regular updates, including booths where students can get more
information and announcements .in university media.
Information will also be made available on the web at
· www.stcloudstate.edu/~semester.
,Although the conversion may be intimidating for .many
students, it is hoped that getting some solid facts will assure
_ them that the process will not "be as difficult as they might
have thought. There will be·some obstacles in the transition,
but once the new system is underway, things should get easier.
'1be purpose of the forum is not just to be there to answer
questions, blll to allay ~eir fears," said Marsha Shoemaker,

director for Public Communications.
Because SCSU decided to wait longer than most
universities to make the change, it is expected to have less
difficulty and to be a:ble to help students avoid possible
problems. Students are encouraged to be ,proactive and to actively
' seek advice and answers to any qu~~ticins they're having
outside the forum.
''The big fJ!essage here is see yoUr advisor," Shoemaker .
explained.
Although the question aiid answer session will deal with
many general questions about the process, students will still
need to go to their advisors for specific questions about their
Situation. Sorting out the details will be important for all
students.
"I would encourage students not just to sit back and do
nothing," said Grube.
·
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Fitness lab advises students
on healthy lifestyle changes
_by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

Students who are seeking
additional infonnation on health
issues and healthy life styles now

have a new resource on campus.
The Get

m

Lab located in

Eastman I03 is in conjunction with
Campus Recreation and Health

Promotions.

massages to students as part of the
lab.
Appointments are needed to
schedu le fitness assessment tests
and mini massages.
"The lab is designed to be at
your leisure/' Lewis said. "It is
convenient for the students."
The FIT lab is curren.tly
focusing on getting the word out
about the facility.

Fitness Infonnation and Testing
is what this facility offers to
students along with stress relieving
techniques.
Campus

Rec.

provides the

fitness assessments to students by
way of body fat content, blood
pressure, cholesterol testing and
follow-up assessments after the
initial tests to track a workout
scheme.
"Last year was the first year we

1bere are over 800
peopk with an
Eastman pass. It is a
shame they don't
know we're down

really had things going," said Kirk ·
Lewis a gr.aduatc student in
exercise physiology. Lewis has an

apprenticeship through Campus
Rec. to coordinate the FIT lab.
Abou1 50 people attended and
observed the capabilities of the FIT
lab at the grand opening in
September.
.
"A 101 of people don't know
about us," Lewis said. "We wish
more people would come and check
out the lab. The FIT lab is so new, it
is tough getting people down to the
room."
Health Promotions" gives mini-

there.
Kirk lewis
GRADUATE STUDENT IN
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

"We're going to each of the
residence • halls to promote our
program," Lewis said. "We want
the students to know about what we
do."
The staff at the FIT lab is
comprised of volunteers from

Cam'pus
Rec.
il.nd
Health
Promotions. Some' students who
work at the FIT lab are
undergraduate exercise phySiology
students.
'The FIT lab is similar to whal
these students learn in class," Lewis
said. "lt gives them some real world
application."
Health ProlTlotions uses peer
educators to help staff the m lab.
"Training to do the assessments
is the hardest thing," said junior
Sarah Gardner, physical therapy
major, . Health
Promotions
representative and peel' educator.
... Those who have used the FIT
lab have had a welcome response.
"People who come in and use
the room are very excited to have it
available to them,"
Gardner said. '"It's just tough
because a lot of students don't
know the room is here."
'There arc over 800 people with
an Eastman pass," Lewis said. "It is..
a shame they don't know we're
down there."
A "Get FIT Fast" promotion will
take place on Nov. 6 frOm 3 p.m.
until 5 p.m. in the Atwood
Ballroom. The FIT lab will be
giving free bcxiy compositions and
Heallh Promotions will be giving
free mini-massages.
Kristine WhiJe!SJAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
The FIT lab is open from noon
until 5 p.~., Monday through Coordinator Kirk Lewis puts a blood pressure cuff on junior
Thursday and by appointment only athletic training major Brett Bayerkohler Thursday afternoon in
Eastman Hall, which was one of six parts of the Get FIT testing.
on Friday.

-E conomy brightens, Racial
unemployment falls
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

-

Students of .SCSU and the surrounding
community have a bright future in terms
or an economic outlook.
The reported strengthening of the local
economy was prepared by economic
professors Mark P,Jrtridge and Mary
Edwards.
·
According to the four to six.month
Leading Indicator Index for October
1997, the sluggish growth seen by the St
Cloud area is at an end.
'The economy was overbuilt -and
dragged down the St. Cloud area," said
Partridge. '"Those factors appear to be
relenting a bit."
St. Cloud currently has ·an
unemployment rate of 3.3 percent, which
is' slightly higher than Minnesota's
unemployment rate of 2.9 percent and the
Minneapolis/St. Paul area unemployment
rate of 2.4 percent.
The unemployment rate of 3.3 percent
is sti ll down I.I percent from the rate last
year this time.
According to the study, unemployment
claims for the St. Cloud area are at the
lowest rate since September of 1996. For
August, the St. Cloud area nonagricultural employment was 1.7 percent
greater than the previous year.
Manufacturing
employment
is
somewhat higher. The amount of
manufacturing hours have not been at
such a level since November of 1996.
One of the reasons that allows for the
economy to take an upward tum is more
people are moving into the St. Cloud area,
according to Partridge.
. The way new residents moving into an

area are measured is through the number
of new residential electrical hookups. The
new hookups indicate home growth for
the area.
Another ihdicator the economy is on
the upswing is the number of new
business names registered- with the
Secretary of State is increasing.
"New business nam~ beini registered
mean a confidence in the economy," said
Partridge.
The St. Cloud <1;rea g~w steadily until
the first quarter of 1995. After then, the
economy became sluggish.
· "Up until 1995 the St. Cloud area did
much better than the rest of the state," said
Partridge.
"St. Cloud seems to be bouncing back
from if's sluggish economic growth faster
than we thought it would be,'! Partridge
said.
One of the major factors which
dragged down the local economy after
1995 was an overbui lt retaifindustry.
"The retail industry was over
optimistic,'' Partridge said. ''lnere was
not as good a market as they thought."
Their is an overall labor shortage in the
St. Cloud area. Because of the labor
shortage, an increase in wages for workers
is present. This increase in wages is
currently outpacing infljltion, according to
Partridge.
"When a student graduates this is a
good place to stick around for a job,"
Partridge sai"d.
For students who have not yet
graduated, the chance for a part-time job
is good.
"If you want a part-time job, things are
looking pretty good," Pru:tridge said.
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The code of conduct also states, "Any
offense that is motivated by bias may result in
stronger penalties." An offense motivated by
bias, as defined by the code of conduct,
includes an offense where the accused selects
the alleged _victim for reasons such as the ·
individuals race.
·
Bird said, "Hate codes have been banned by
most universities. So we have incidences of
harassment." She said incidences of
harassment include among other things, race,
sexual preference and gender harassment.
At the end of the week, after Oct. 13, Green
said she went back lo student life and
development and spoke with BemaDette
Wilson about what had been written on her
neighbor's door. Green said Wilson thetl called
Henning.
Green said a meeting was called involving
her resident adviser, the two women accused of
writing the derogatory symbols, and (;helsea
Florence, vice president of Student
Government.
Both of the accused women are white:
Green said one of the women admitted· she
wrote lhe. syritbols and cried throughout the
meeting. Green said the woman apologized
and said it was meant as a joke.
·Green said the second woman said she was
there when the symbols were written and also
said she was sleeping at lhc time.
"People on this floor try to intimidate me
now," Green said. A half an hour or so after the
meeting, Green said the two accused w_omen
were crying in the hallway surrounded by other
students. The hallway was crowded with
people who were staring at Green and others
with her as they walked down the hallway to
eXit Mitchell Hall, she said. /
Green said the majority of the people on her
floor no longer talk to her. 'They're saying I'm
the bad person, that I shouldn't have said
anything," Green said.
Others have told Green the symbols were
"J'ust a joke" lhat were lhe result of a malh
problem, Green said. She was told that "KKK"
was derived from an answer to a math problem
that was "666," she said.

'They said it wasn't directed towards me
but there was an arrow pointed towards my
name," Green· said. "It was for everybody to
see."
Green said the two accused women have
since denied writing the symbols though lhree
others saw it and have their names in the
incident report.
Green said she heard from others th3.t one of
the accused women was suspended from the
residence halls for five days, while nothing has
happened with the other accused woman.
The suspension has not been confirmed at
press time.
Green said nothing had happened before
this incident occurred.
'They came in my room and I went in lheir
fOOms," Green said.
After the incident that Green reported, one
of the accused women told Green she had
gotten bad vibes from her since the first week
of classes.
•
'The thing is people aren't moving fast
enough for me. If. this was a sexual assault
things would have moved faster," Green said.
Green said all that has been done lo protect
her in her residential hall is she has been told to
be escorted to her room by-a friend or someone ·
who works in Mitchell Hall.
SCSU President Bruce Grube, Leaming
Resource Services Dean Kristi Tornquist and
Joane McKay, dean of lhe college of education,
have been notified about the incident in
Mitchell Hall, Green said.
Green added the three people who have
been most supportive have been Shazad
Ahmad, director of. Minority Student
Programs, Fred Walker, assistant director for
the Minority Academic Support Center, and
her father, Les Green, university director of
Cultural Diversity.
"We're here for all students," Ahmad said.
"We want to make sure the right support is
available."
Bird said, "This incident is unfortunate and
clearly stupid, and we hope that students would
know beuer."
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Mayoral candidates answer questions
Q.

How do you feel the relationship .is bctw~n SCSU and the city
of SL Cloud? ff you think it is a poor relationship liow do you plan on
changing that relationship.
.
Gerry Donlin - ft is an improved relationship. It is not confrontational
at this time I understand. Our police department is involved heavily on the

campus and the downtown area, ofte·n times dealing with _students. This is
a far cry from the way it was when I first got on the council when there was
no rapport. When (former university president) Dr. Brendan McDonald
came to town he brought his experience. He helped develop a nice
relationship. It has improved, yet there is still room for improvement. I look
forward to continuing that as mayor.
,
Larry Meyer - The relations between SCSU and the city reached a low
point on Homecoming 1988. Most of you weren't around then but of
·course Gerry and I were. (The relations) have moved steadily upward after
the so-called riots of 1988.
The first thing I would do is go to the media and. ask them to destroy all
video copies of the fires and all the things that they have rolled back out th.i s
last Homecoming and replayed. That happened nine y,ears ago and it does
not refle,c t the atmosphere that's on campus today. It continued to
perpetuate the myth of the university student population that's out of
control versus the police and the city administration.
Q.What are your feelings on the proposal for a dome stadium for
SCSU?
Meyer - I think we need the events center arena. We have not proved
we can financially support it. What we arc in the process of doing in city
council is a study to sec if we can financially support this type of facility.
SCSU has an aging and somewhat crumbling Selke Field. We do need
a new football facility for SCSU. We have ihe needfor amateur athletics in
Central Minnesota and it would be a good facility for that. And of course
we really don't havi any good place to have con Certs in St. Cloud. We have
some smaller facilities like Kimberly A. RitscheAuditorium. But we don't
have any large arena. So we need to study th.is. I would certainly be in favor
of it if we can show that we can financially support it.
Donlin - It would be funded through state funds plus maybe a local tax.
· It's been proposed a half-cent sales tax. It v;ould ryally open up a window
of opportunity. I think it would be very reasonable for us to continue to
study it. I would not want to see a Pll?perty tax hike anywhere on this .
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Beehive will continue
computer workshops
by Ben Johnson
Computers can be intimidating
to the untrained, but after a liule
instruction all the useful operations
can be revealed.
An effective means to combat
th.is computer inexperience would
be to check out some of the free
workshops
offered
through
Academi<. Computer Services.
The classes deal with some of
the .more basic operations such as
navigating the Internet or using a
word processor.
·
Tools such as these are
becoming essential to the· modem
day work force.
Some
people
may
ask
themselves if they jlre qualified to
take these free workshops.
Maybe y9u think you might not
understand far-out jargon sllch as
mouse or floppy.,'
·
However, these courses require
absolutely no prior knowledge of
computer science. As long as you
can tell the keyboard from the

call the University Chronicle
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City
council regulating bar hours during Homecoming, do you foresee any
future regulation on liquor licensure in the future?
Meyer - I don't see any regulation in relation to that. The bar owners I
have talked to have indicated they are willing to sit down and tali< about
doing things that promote responsible dri~ng and don't reflect poq_rly on
the SCSU student body. So I'd like to talk to them on a voluntary basis. I'm
against doing anything legislatively by law.
Donlin - What they were really after was alcohol consumption during
those hours. We have a gre<lt relationship with our bar owners and license
holders to talk to them and work things out and they're very cooperative.
But yet, they don't like to be pushed around. But overconsumption is one
of everybody's concern. I think we can approach it from the area of
overconsumption, unruly consumption, off-hour consumption. I think
Homecoming shouJd be a fun time. We should serve each other. I don't
mind bars being open, but I do mind when overconsumption takes place, or
recklessness.

monitor you ·shoJld have all the their orientation.
preparation in the field yo u
This leaves a lot of students
need to understand the workshops.
finding themselves dealing with the
"You need absolutely no prior frustration and dc{s!at that comes
computer experience to be able to with
the
new
experience
understand these workshops." said of working with a computer.
Randy
Ko lb,
direct.9r
of
The workshop closed Oct. 23
Academic Computer Services_.
but Will be starting up again for the
Lars Eber, a tutor from the help beginning of winter quarter. ·
desk of the beehive, said these
Eber has reported that so far the
classes are a great way to get started tum-out for the sessions has been
because they not only explain how pretty low, so there sh(?uld be no
to do some of the various tasks, trouble finding a place.
they aqually teach you what
"We have been getting really
you are doing.
·
low turnouts for our workshops.
With a basic knowledge of how This fall we have been getting five
a computer works you have or six people in th~ class,"
a foundation from which to Eber said.
build.
Students interested should visit
Kolb said only 65 percent of the the beehive in the Engineering and
students here oil campus have a Compuler Center and pick up a
working
knowledge of the listing of the works~ops listed
pe~nal computer.
• for winter quarter.
Kolb said one reason could be
To sign up for the class you will
that SCSU has dropped .the have to fill out the Student
requirement that all incoming Computer Workshop registration
freshman have to take a course in form which can _ be found on
computer _use
as
part
of the SCSU web page.

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
·
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wfth three trips per hour to., SCSU

D!L'E

Features Include:
REcrCLE

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY PIERCING

~;

~~

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER · JEFF

•
•
•
•
•
e
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
_Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
e Microwave/Dishwashef
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
.• Frost Free Refrigerator
·• ·L aundry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16 · 2\s1Av<>nv"Scut11
Si Cloc:d . Mmnesota56J01
· Fo, ADPO,mtneo/ ot Cons,,1r.1i,on

C,;ll:J:20:.'!:5 -7305 or320·393·2654

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

•
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Extended library
hours _may be cut
When most people hear the word "library" they think
about the status of the new library. Questions arise such
as what stage the new -library is in and when will
groundbreaking take place.
·
However, library hours at SCSU have also been a
question of concern.
There is a recent proposal for eliminating the
extended hours during finals week at the Leaming

Resource Center. The student services committee of ·
Student Government will work on this issue with
representatives of LRS in the next couple of weeks.

l

Let's hope they don't make the wrong decision agreeing
to pass the insane proposal.
Their decision could affect students during the most
important time of the quarter.
The library never had extended hours. How can they
call it extended hours, when the library does not meet
regular hour status?
The library is open 7:45 a.m. to 11 :45 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 7:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. on Friday.
The weekend hours are even more of a joke. Saturday
the library is open from 10 a.m. to 5:45 p.m and.Sunday
from I p.m. to 11 :45 p.m.
Students have papers and examinations during the
week before finals and finals week, which take a
consi erable amount of tune comparec f'io the rest of the
quarter.
The two issues the library gives ~ reasons for the cut
back is students don't use the e,<tra hours and they have
trouble staffing the hours.
There are plenty of student workers in the library or
student workers LRS could pull from other departments
that would take the hours. Besides, how many. workers
do you need to supervise people studying?
. During the day people have to stand in line in order
to get in the computer labs. Therefore, ihe late evening
is an option for-students who work and/or have classes
during regular library hours. Let's accommodate every
student, rather than the typical first-year student who
lives in the residential.halls.
·
lf the hours were to be cut, it would only show how
inconsiderate SCSU can be, when it comes down to
actually meeting its students' needs.
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"Fair treatment" is not an option
Dinesh D'souza made a

director, the other

stated in Grube's letter.
Eyen more appalling is that
this event occurred a -week
been more astute, he would
after the armiversary of
have looked at the ill
James Meredith becoming
the first Afric'l!! American
student to enter the
University of Mississippi
on Oct. 2, 1962. This is
lack of formal
the Caucasian
educat10n,
Amencan students
unacceptable to African
American students, as we
homelessness, and
m that wmg. Some
know this is not the reason
rapid v10lence
of them even
among this group 1s
managed to remove James Meredith and The
a result of racism,
their coward badges Little Rock Nine endured
sex.ism, and
for a few moments
much terror and strife.
capitalism (elitism) and is
t0 ask the victim why she
Therefore, the need for
not due to any type of
was doing this to the
cultural sensitivity training
inherent laziness or lack of perpetrators.
.
for all students is as
propensity to work..
One would only hope
paramount as the need for
Therefore, D'souza's book
that
sexual
is not as erudite as he
excercising
assault
would have you think, but
one's right
prevention
neither is the St. Cloud
to live on a
classes. The
University's
University Campus.
campus of
While Dr. Grube has
"higher
In fact, the victim commitment
clearly sent a message .to
learning"
to
prevent
was expected to violence
faculty and students stating free of racial
( hilvEJNTY Chronicle
find
consolation
in
people of all cultures and
harassment
against
women must
backgrounds are to be
is not wrong
knowing the
Editorial Board
treated fairly, some staff
and this type
also expand
director had the to include
and students appear to have of victim
Ryan Voz
lent a deaf ear to Dr. ·
blaming
racial
incident stored
Grube's decree. Illustrating would end.
harassment
EDITOR
away
in
her
file
this point is an incident that . Furthermore,
as well.
occurred in Mitchell Hall
the victim of
So, for
.cabinet
Shawn Neudauer
involving
an
Africah
this
hate
those
of you
MANAGING EDITOR
American student.
crime . ~
listening to
Dinesh
D'souza
or
any.
Approximately
two
informed
her
hall
director
Riley Worth__
other crackpots who think
Caucasian American
yet no apparent action was
A5.51STANT MANAGING EDITOR
students thought drawing a taken. In fact, the victim
racial harassment is over or
funny, its better for you to
swastika
and
writing
was
expected
to
find
Kristin Albrecht
"KKK" on the Afri~an
consolation in knowing the do so in silence. There is a
CO-NEWS EDITOR
American student's door
director had the incident
new consciousness
would be funny.
stored away in her file
emerging that says racial
Sarah Gilberts
harassment is unacceptable
When the victim of this
cabinet. The behavior of
OPINIONS EDITOR
and will not be tolerated by
malicious prank said she
the hall director appears to
was offended and reported
be following a philosophy
any means.
l!,,,=================,e!! the incident to hei hall
other than that which was

grave error when he wrote
The End of Racism. Had he

l

Caucasian American

residents rallied in support
of the perpetrators. Since
that time, the African
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Keep the magic aliye in Minnesota
''The one constant has always been
baseball ... "
Anyone who has heard James Earl

Jones gi.ve that precious monologue at
the end of the movie "Field of
Dreams" can'fhelp but get a little

misty.
Base_ball has
always: been
there, a constarit
reminde; that life
is not always that
serious. Baseball
is steeped in
tradition, in

American
folklore.
SUNDVALL
Baseball is
magical. The way a Greg Gagne and Steve Lombardozzi could
hannoniously tum a double-play. The

way the baseball sped off the bat of
Gary Gaetti. The dancing moves of a

Bert Blyleven curveball. The simple
grace that was ,Kirby Puckett.
Anyone who was in this state in
October 1987 would have to agree it
was a special, once-in-a-lifetime
m"6ment. Baseball was the one
constant that month. A World Series. A
championship season. A pure magic
that brought all of Minnesota together.
And now baseball is splitting this
community. Not the game itself, .
because watching Chuck Knoblauch
go deep in the hole behind second and
throw out a speedy runner is still
beautiful. No, it is the business of bfg~
time baseball that is driving the wedge.
Do we build a stadium, an outdoor
stadium so baseball can be played the
way _it was supposed to be played?
Who is going to pay? In the long run it
doesn't matter who is going to pay. In
10 years nobody is going to remember
shelling out the money, be it taxpayers

or fat cats. But if the wealthy and the
like a hometown boy ·named Jim
poor and the lawmakers of the state
Eisenreich. To maybe play for the
don't get it together here pretty quick,
Twins. The Minnesota Twins. Not the
the only Major League baseball we're
Nashville Twins or Charlotte Twins or
gqing to talk about is the team that
Boise Jwins or wherever _they will
went away, gone, never to return to
move.
Minnesota.
The Minnesota Twins. The only
Opponents will say _there is plenty
team to ever bring Minnesota a
of baseball to watch. Quite true. The
championship-,- the only team to
bring an entire ·state together. The only
hottest ticket in St. Cloud during the
summer months was for the St. Cloud
team that has ever brbught a tear to my
River Bats. Here we have college kids · crusty old father's _eye, like it did after
playing with -wooden bats outside <).t
Game Seven in October 1987.
Dick Putz Field. Outside, under the
Passionate pleas from poor college
stars and the clouds and the bugs and
students don't count much in the world
the wind, we have an SCSU player in
of business or politics.
Tim Boland starring at second base
It would be great if both could keep
~ out of baseball, to leave the game
and a small community of spirit,
brought to us quietly through the game alone, to unfold under the stars and the
of baseball.
clouds and the bugs and the" wind.
But, these are kids just trying·to
Just build the damn stadium.
realize the dream. To get to the Major
Keep the magic alive .
Leagues, to play in a World Series, just

God creates individuals

All lnrrns MUST iNcludE:
NAME

YEAR iN sci--Iool ( if ApplicAblE)°
MAjoR iN sci--Iool (if ApplicAblE)
siqNATURE
LETTERS ARE RECOMMENdEd ro bE UNdER 3" 50
woRds

I am refenini to Chad Mo~ko's
atheists/agnostics/humanists bad?'' the
letter, "Humanist t~ought creates
better question would be, ''Are they
individual," in the Oc.t. IO edition of the
perfect?" God's standard_ is perfection.
Chronicle.
The Bible says all ~ave sinned and ail
A lot of humflns seem to have
stand condemned unless they have
difficulty discerning right -from wrong.
claimed Jesus Christ as their~ avior.-Gcx:1
Take Adolf Hitler as one rxample. Even
sees us as having Christ's perfection. In
when humans can distinguish right from other words, Jesus paid the price for our
wrong, they seem to have great difficulty sin.
doing what is right_and avoiding what is
3. If one is saved, are they always
wrong. Evidence: all of human history.
saved? This is a tough question still
As an intelligent free thinking person, under debate by Christian theologians
I can recognize that I am not perfect and even to this day. PefSonally, and I stress
do make mistakes. More important than
personally, I would question whether a
believing in o·neself is believing in one
person was really saved in the first place
who is greater than oneself-one who is
if they were later to tum away from
perfect and does not make mistakes.
Jesus. Refer to Ezekiel 18:21 ~3-2 and
Rather than "blindly following
' Matthe~ 13:3-9 with 18-23 for more on
others,'' Christians have a faith that is
this.
based upon ·reason. They are not
4. Out of his love for us, God gave us
mutually exclusive.
free will. Initially, in the Garden of
Christians do not "follow preset
Eden, everything was perfect but man
·rules," rather we follow the person of
ruined it by using his free will to chose
Jesus Christ, who set the perfect
evil.-In His goodness, _however, God
example for us. ,
_
provides us with a·way out, namely bv
Far from being a "book of fiction"
claiming Jesus Christ.as Savior and
and a _"book of riddles," the Bible has
Lord. Jesus lived a perfect life. When
more manuscript evidence to verify its
God looks at someone who is saved, He
authenticity than all the other works of
~ees Jesus.
antiquity combined. Even though it was
5. The bottom line here i·s God is just.
written by 40 different authors, from all
No one would respect a judge who let
walks of life and over the-course of
the guilty, go free along with the
many generntionS, the Bible.was One
innocent. Out of His love for us, God
th~me from beginning to end: God's
personally paid the price for our crimes,
redemption Qf man,
_so justice is served. All we need to do is
Referring to the five questions posed: _-claim the victory that Jesus aJready won.
I. Christianity cannot be "pushed on
You don't have to take my word for
anyone. All we can do as Christians is
it: I encourage everyone to find out the
present the facts just the s~me way any
facts for themselves. There are a number
news anchor does on the evening news:of campus organiz.ations (Intervar_sity
One canno_t be a Christian unless they
Christian Fellowship, Campus Crusade
believe in their heart of hearts.
for Christ, etc.) that exist solely to help
Obviously we cannot force that to
people discover the facts for themselves.
happen. Everyone must choose for
Miles R. Seppelt
themselves.
Graduate Student
2. Rather than asking, "Are all
Economics
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"Scream"

fh~-J~inN~~~~ ~::~;~rc~~ler Theatre

Free' with SCSU student ID

Literary Arts:
Spooky Story Contest Winners' Readings
Oct. 30, 7:30 p.m. in AMC Theatre Lounge
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Performing Arts:
Stephen Burns; trumP._et and Beverly Hoch, soprano
with Assisting Artists
Nov. 14, 8 p.m. in Ritsche Auditorium
Tickets- Free with SCSU _student ID, $10 public, $8-'non-SCSU student/
senior citizen and $6 for those 12 and under
* Co-presented by by The Chamber Music Society of St. Cloud

Spotlight:
Shenanigans & Janis Figure
Oct. 28, 8 p.m . in Quarry, Free

Visual Arts:
A Symphony of Fun and FruiJs, by Nasser Pirasteh
Through Nov. 21 in Atwood Gallery
Presentation on " Perniaprose" by Arthur Apissomian
Oct 29, 7 p.m. AMC Theatre Free

Concert:
Wallflowers, with The Jayhawks and Maypole
Dec. 18, 8 p.m. Halenbeck Gym
Tickets- SCSU students $10 and $14
Others
$20 and $24
Nov. 11-14, 9 a.in. to 6 p.m. Ritsche Auditorium Upper Lobby
Nov. I I- SCSU students only
Nov. 12, 13- SCSU sludents, faculty and staff only

Open Positions:
Literary Arts Comniittee Coordinator Position Open
The Literaiy Arts Committee programs a wide variety of events
including poetry readings, creative writing contests, presentations by
regional and national artists, and more! .
. Applications due Nov. 3, 4:30 p.m. in UPB office, AMC I 18
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t;jreen JYlill
Legendary Food * Legendary Fun

(L•rge 14" one-Item, h•nd-tossed pesc•r• or fl•t crust)

'/I_JJ/jl_(lfYIID/¥ - 259-6455

YI
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lflll':ll>e>F lflflfrl/811
4:00 • 6:30 11111 9:00 -12:00
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Our top 1500 agents make well over $100,000 a year. Out of the 100 top agents,
70 of them joined Northwestern Mutual Life at the age of 25 or younger. Unlike most companies, you don't start at the bottom. You are an individual with a ~imitless earning
potential. With Northwestern Mutual life you can start
helping people plan their futures, not their dinners.

a,-11 lb1 111rv Jani Acress rre■ • • - 11111
Easy walking lllslanct ,,... SCSII

For more information about a sales career or
internship contact:
Michelle Hopewell at The Storms Agency at
612/343-2500, or E-mail: stormsagcy@aol.com.
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www.NorthwesternMutual.com
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UNDtoomuch
in 41-2lvictory
Moore rushesfor 222 yards
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Sophomore middle·hitter Kim Pollmann (left) and first year outside hitter Melissa Wrighfattempt
to block a UNO shot during SCSU's victory Friday night at Halenbeck Hall.

SCSU picks up first NCC win
by Tyson Jahn
University with a five-game score
- • - -"'-'~waiiaiim;iaaa ' - - - -Ok-16-.A."'2. 15 •.,.J5-7...S-i5..J2-15
resulting in a loss.

The SCSU volleyball learn (I12 North Central Conference, 5-12
overall) picked up its first
NCC win of the season against
the University of North Dakota
in a four game score of 9-15,
15--4, 15--4, and 15-6 on Friday at
Halenbeck Hall.
On Saturday, SCSU playe~
agains1 North Dakota State

"At the UNO game, we played
better defense and our offense
came around from the last time
we played them, said SCSU
Head Coach Dianne Glowatzke.
"In the firs1 game this time,
we were not aggressive. Then
we
started
to
pick
it
up."
Junior outside hitter Shelly

For one half, the SCSU football
team dominated the University of
North Dakota.
Unfortu'nately for the Huskjes,
the first half proved to be all UNO
as they took a 38·0 lead /nto the
half.
"The first half, we were not
getting in the right gaps
defensively, and we were not
tackling.Jt was disheartening," said
SCSU senior linebacker Jim.Louis.
A big key to the UNO offensive
onslaught in the first half was due to
the success of th~ir All.American
running back Phillip Moore.
Moore scampered, in for three
first-half touchdowns, illcluding
runs of 41, 4 and 28 yards.
Moore finished the first half
with 173 yards rushing on 19
canies. UND had a total of 268
rushing yards at half.time.
UND's ability to run, combined
with the Huskies' failure to run
ma4e a big impact on the outcome
SCSU Head Coach Noel Martin

Geyen recorded eight kills and
sophomor
iddle hitter Kim - said.

Pe\lmann added seven kjils to lead
the Huskjes.
First year setter Rachael Olson
had 32 set assists to help _the
Huskies snap out of an J J.
game losing ·streak, and an
eight•game conference losing
~treak.
l

Go ro WIN,
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UNO shut down the running
game of the Huskies and held
senior running back Jerry Reitan to
three carries for a loss of three
yards. Fof the contest, the Huskjes
had 15 fushing attempts for
negative 37 yards.
"We couldn't do anything
offensively," Martin said. "We
couldn't run the ball and that left us
with no option but fo throw the

ball."
While the first half was a
complete disaster for the Huskjes,
the second half proved to be a
confidence booster as SCSU
outscored UND 21-3.
SCSU freshman Andy Thyen
scored his first collegiate
touchdown in the third quarter.
Thyen, a 1997 St. Cloud Apollo
graduate, ran in from two yards and
put the Huskies on the scoreboard .
38-7.

.

Junior wide receiver Mike
Flanigan would catch a 5-yard pass
from senior quarterback Jon Miller
cutting the lead ·to 38-14.
After a UNO field goal, the
Hu_skjes would strike again for a 11 •
yard touchdown pass to junior wide
receiver Eli Blosser.
That would be the final score in
the contest as UNO would prevail
41-21.
Louis said the second half proved
to be big for the Huskies confidence.
'The
second
half was
import.ant," Louis said. "If we don't
do what we did in the second half, it
would have shot down our
for t_he re~ f the

=~?ce

Senior wide receiver Mike
McKinney broke two single-season
SCSU receiving records with 12
receptions for 104 yards.
But, the game belonged to Moore
and UND. Moore finished the game
with 222 yards rushing.
"Moore is some kind of runner,"
Martin said. ~The big thing for us is
we didn't quit and battled back."

Late goal spoils .
sweep for SCSU
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Nonnally a team in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association is
satisfied· with an undefeated
weekend. That is not the case with
the SCSU hockey squad after
defeating Mankato State University
4-1 Friday and tying 2-2 Saturday
at the National Hockey Center.
The weekend started out well for
the Huskies. SCSU j'umped on
the Mavericks early Friday
evening, scoring three first-period
goals.
Senior wing Mike Maristuen
opened the scoring at 7:19 of'the
first period and senior winger Jason
Stewart pumped in his first and
second goals of the season.
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl
said he was pleased with his
weekend ''Crash Line" of junior
George Awada, sophomore Matt
Bailey and ~tewart.

. "They came up big," Dahl said.
'They ,led the team' in shpts and
right now they are doing the little
things I hope the other lines start to
do."
· The Huskies' biggest lest in the
game came in the second pericxl.
Freshman defenseman Chris
Zaleski received a five-minute
major aJld a game misconduct for a
check from behind. During the
penalty kill, the Huskies were
limited to three players with slicks
after Bailey had broken his.
Playing without his stick, Bailey
continued to be a factor ·on the kill
after diving to block two MSU
shots-from the point.
Bailey said the penalty kjllers all
stepped up in that situation.
_
"I gbt the puck and my slick
broke," Bailey said. "I was just
lucky to block a couple of shots
and all three guys really clid a
good job of stepping up in that
situation."

COIi Anderson/Sr.A.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior forward Jason Stewart (23) celebrates after putting the puck past Mankato State University
goattender Des Christopher.during Friday's 4-1 Husky victory at the National Hockey Center.
SCSU would eventually kill
off the major penalty and spoil
any chance for a momentum
swing.
"That was a big kill," Dahl said.
"We saw Bailey make some gutsy

plays, dropping down in front of a
couple of shots."
The period ended up scoreless,
despite golden opportunities for
both teams. Awada had two
opportunities on breakaways, but

MSU goaltender Qes Christopher
stopped bolb opportunities.

Go TO SCSU, PAGE 10 •
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Men's volleyball
becoming a big hit
by Rob LaP/ante·

weekend of January.
Pekarek said .the early morning
practices have actually made the
_,
Men's vollfyball may not be big team stronger.
, - 'The early practices have forced
at'the collegiate level, but the SCSU
the
players
to
make
the
extra
effort
men's volleyball club is bigger than
to be there early in the morning,''
ever.
This year's club is the biggest it Pekarek said. "So far, we have had
has ever been, according to se.nior great results at practic!!. Everyone
has shown up and if someone
captain Matt Benka.
"Except our setter, everyone on , doesn't show up, we are deep
the team iS six: feet or taller," Benka enough that we can play without
said. "We are an extremely tall team them."
The SCSU men's club plays in
this year and that should really
the Northern
Intercollegiate
work to our advantage."
Senior Jesse Pekarek is the setter Vol\ey~ll Conference and Benka
and he said the height of the team is said the NIVC is one of the
strongest conferences.
a big factor this season.
"It is one of the premier
"I am the runt of the court,"
Pekarek said. ''This is the tallest . conferences in the country," Benka
team and the · most experienced said. "Some of the upper level
team that we have ever had· at teams in our conference ate ,Eau
Claire, Winona, and South Dakota
SCSU."
(!
In previous years, the volleyball State."
Duke University is · the
club had operated without a coacb
and had two different teams play\ng defending national champion and
Benka ~d its goal is to win the
at two different levels.
Pekarek said the combination of conference and then win nationals
the two teams and the addition of · this season.
"Our main goal ·this year is
Head Coach Tom Odette (husband
of SCSU assistant women's nationals,'' Benka said.• "Eau Claire
is
still
the team to beat, but .there is
volleyball coach Jennifer Odette)
no reason why we cannot win the
will help thi~ year's squad.
conference thi~ year."1 "We had a coach here three
Still, the men's volleyball club is
years ago,'' Pekarek said. 'Things
with that coach didn't work out lacking the recognition it is are
looking
for, but Pekarek said the
because he had started some
controversy as far as how the court team has taken several steps to try
..,and
make
the team more n6ticeable.
should be ran."
'This year, we are trying to
'This year, we have a new coach
and we brought him in from the make our team more noticeable by
outside .and we have unanimously scheduling a lot more home
decide he will run the team 'the way matches," Pekarek said. "I think we
need to show the people that SCSU
he wants t0 run it."
The volleyball club has been has an exceptional men's pfOgram
and
even though the women's game
practicing this month from 6 a.m: to
8 a.m. at Halenbeck Hall. Their is a lot faster, the men's game is a
season doesn't begin until the first lot more powerful."
SPORTS EDITOR

The Mavericks' Tim Wolfe
scored at I :33 of the third period,
putting MSU on the board, b~t the
Huskies would seal the victory at
15:04 after freshman wing Peter
Torsson scored his second goal in
three games.
SCSU senior netminder- Brian
Leitza stopped 20 of 21 shots to
record his first victory of the
season.
Saturday night, ''Th.e Crash
Line" picked up where they left off
after Stewart scored his third goal
of the weekend, giving the Huskies
a 1-0 lead after one period.
The first pe_riod provided a scare
for the Huskies after sophomore
goaltender Scott Meyer had to be
taken off the ice on a stretcher.
The injury was·sustained after a
collision took j,lace late -in the
period. MSU forward Ryan Rintoul
was taken down by SCSU
sophomo~e defenseman Josh
DeWolf. The two collided with
M~}'er and Meyer re·11 awkwardly
into the right post and had to be
taken Off on a stretcher.
Reports said Meyer had felt
tingling in his legs, but reim
officials said they were not sure
how serious the injury was at the
time.
Leitza: was forced to replace
Meyer, whO had made eight -saves
prior to the injury.
"We were all pulling fo r
Scottie," Awada said. "It was
unfortunate because he was playing ,
a hell of a _game."
The Mavericks woul~ the
game at one with a- second peri~
power play goal at 3:58 by MSI.1"
_ _ _ _ _ _..__ _ _ _ _ _ _H;~
usk.i'es WOU.1
leading
scorer an!Wel'
lyler_ Dei,' The

SCSU junior Aaron Nelson Husky men's volleyball club.
passes the ball during a . The
team
has
began
Thursday morning practice practicing, but will not tip Off
drill at Halenbeck Hall. Nelson its ·season until the tirst
is one of the Players on the weekend in January.

"We ran sets out of the middle
and also directed our attacks from
the middle _with help · from •
Rachael," Glowatzke said. "We
started to get more of a defensive
effort after the second match, and
we put Gunior middle hitter Lisa)
-Shanblott in on the left sid~ against
UNO, and she starting blocking
well."
"We forced
them and they
started to tip and
.roll
and .
eventually we
beat them."
Glowatzke
commented
, about Saturday's
.Joss to NDSU.
"In the NDSU

of growth a team cari make in one
week,"
In game one'of the series, SCSU
had a hitting percentage of 58, but
steadily drifted away as NJ:?SU
started its_surge to viclOry.
First year setter Rachael Olson
had 57 set-assists and Melissa
Wright contributyd to the Huskies
attack percentage with a 40
average.
,.
"I think our
confidence js
starting
_to
grow," Glowatzke
said. "We' re
is
starting to -be.
affective in the
- middle. ,

I think our
. confidence
starting to grow.

move
very much. That set the torie for the
game. lt wasn't the type of game ro
be sad'about and it shows what kind

Kristine Whiti!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

First-year outside hitter
Melissa Wright tips the ball
over a ND~U blocker during
the second game Saturday
night at Halenbeck HallcSCSU
lost the match in five games.

~~~~:'!,

11 ~~
coming around
as a setter."
Glowatzke
said she has basically been using
the same starters the past three
weeks and at times she has four
first-year players on die floor
during matches.
"We're giving the first-year
J?layers the chance to play with the
best,'' she said. "As a young team,
we need to attract interested players
to our university."

Dianne Glowatzke

VOLLEYBALL HEAD COAC~

by junior forward Jason Goulet.
The Huskies came I:30 away
from a victory, until ,MSU winger
Ryan Schrick scored on a fluke goal
tying the game at 2 to 2.
Schrick backhanded a weak shot
that bounced fo front of the net and
hit SCSU ~nior defenseman Andy
Vicari's skate. The puck then
deflected into the net, tying-the game
at two with 1:30 left in regulation.
"It was just a pinball shot that
went in," Dahl said. 'Their other
goal, a guy just. whacks the puck out
of mid air and it goes in."
No one scored in the overtime,
and the game ended in a 2-2 tie.
Awada said the tie wa,; not the
type of tie game with which they
. were happy with.
'"There is a term that finishing in
a tie is like kissing your sister,''
Awada
said.
"It's
really
disappointing, losing to a team like
that. Having them scoie that late in
the period really takes the wind out
of your sails."
The Huskies outshot Msu' 3723, but Dahl said the offensive
production needs to pick up."
"We continue to struggle scoring
gqals," Dahl said. "I thought we did
a pretty good job and got some gOOO
opportunities, but I thought Mankato
played a lot harder than we did."
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCC Foo,aw. - - - 19% NCC 5'laouiine,
NCC
Ovetal.l
NorthDakota ............5-1................6.i

Team

Nd,r-J.Ska-Omaha ........ .4-1 ...... ...•...6.1
Northern Colorado . .. ... 4-L. ...... 5-2
North Dakota State ..... .4-l ............... \>
South Dakou ...... .... .. }-3............... 5-3
SL Cloud Stale....
. 3-3 ............. .4-4
Mankato Slate .. ... ........ }j .............. .4-4
South Daka1aS1.1tt, ....... 2-4 ..... .......... 3-4

Augusiana ................... . 1-5 ............. 3--S
Morning.sick ...... ........ 0--6. .............0--8

falunlav

Og.

25 r:rrnlls

Nonh Dako(a 41, St. Cloud SL 21
Mankato SI 26. Morningside 14
Sou_1 hDak01aSt.34.Northf>.tkoraSt.27
South0-J.kota35,Augusrana23
Nebraska-Omaha at Northern Colorado,
ppd~w

~
St.Cloud St.al North DakolaSt. 6p.m.
Mankato St. at Nebr.lska-Omaha
South Dakota St at Au&'USlana
NOl'lhem Colorado at Morningside
Nonh Dakota at South O.tkool.

5etut:Jk,v'1 remcrnmma,y
St.CloudSlate .........0 .....0 .... 14 ......7 .....-21
Nonh Dakou ....... 14.....24 .. .0 ..... J .....-31

UND-Moore28run(AllenkickJ;6:07.
UND-MikcHot:f54run(Allt:n kick):

ThlnlUNO-Allen

UNO-Jim K\einsa.<;S<!r 16 pass from K<:vin
Klancl~(ShaneAlknkick}.3:53
UNO-Phillip Moon: 41 run (Allt:n kick),
13:40

Second quarter:
UND---Moore 4 run from (Allen ki,;k}.
14:23

U fteld goal; 14'2·t

St. Cloud St. def. Nonh D-.1k01a 9-15, 15-4,

9:0<J.

IS-4,15-6.

SCSU--MikeflaniganSpa.ssfrom)on
Miller(Fishkick);ll,H.

Fourtbquartu:

-

UND-Allen32fteW1,:«1l; :46.
SCSU--Eli Blosser\! pa..~fromMiller(Fish
kick);4:40.
Rushing: SCSU-Thyen 4-12, Chad
Stiernagle 2-2. Jon Miller 5-0. Mike
McKinney 1-0. Jerry Re-On 3-(-3}, UNDMoort, 33-222, Chad Faul 8-38, Hoefs 7-34,
Klancher 3-18, ·Blaise wso,:i 2-6, Todd
Hambrecht 1-6,MikeJahasz 1-0.
Passing: SCSU--Miller 28-45-1-282;
UND-KbncherS-16-0--107.
Rea:iving: . SCSU-McKinney 1'2-104,
John Derlein 4-56. Rdian 3-56. 131osser 3-32,
Flanigan 4-29. Jop.a~nes Bjork 2-5; UNDDan Graf 3-29. St""·e Sedlacek 1·29, Mark
Roles, 2-22, Kleinsasser 1-16,Hoefs 1-11

NCC V o u n u u . 122zNCcsw.,t1nv,
NCC

Over.ill

Nel:,raska-0,naha
10-1.. ...... 17-6
North Dakota Slate ......... 10-2 ............21-4
Sou1h DakaaSiate ......7-2....
.... 19-5
Nonhem Colorado
. 8-3
...... IHI
Augustana •
...6-3
19-6
Mankato Slate .......... 5-6 .........8-11

.

.

'

5«tur4gy 0ct25ctSK4
Nonh Dakool SI. def. St. Cloud St., 16-14,
2-15, 15-7.15-5,12·15.
frid,o(r ga!!ffl summary
Nonh DakOl'-1 .......T .15... ..4 .....4 .....6 .....-1
S1.CloudSiate.... . 9..... 15 ... 15... 15 .....-3
SCSU highlights: Shelly Geyen 8 kills, 7
digs: Kim Pel~nann 7 killS; Melissa Wright,
6kills. I0digs;JuleyVi!,'Ct5 kills. Jodi.gs.
Rachael Olsori, 32 set :lSSa.s

Satunta)'S game summary
Nonh0 Daka1a Stato:...... 14...15...7 ... 15... lS--1
SI.CloudSlate ............ 16. .. 2... 15... 5 ..... 12-3

.SCSU highlights: Viger 18 kill'!, 17 digs;

~~'. ~; !:~~~~igs;

PeUrnann, 17 ki!~;

WCHAHOCUY---199ZWGWSta,rdings
Team

Team

.....6-18
.... .9-15
2-10...
.9-17
..H2 . . .5-21

Morningside ..

fd4eY Oct 24 mult .

SCSU--Andy Thyen 2 run (Neil Fish kick);

Firstquarter:

.3-8
H,...

SouthDakoca
North Dakota .. .
St. Cloud State .

11:39

WCHA

Over.ill

Minnesota ........ .......... 1-1-0........... 2·2-0
Minnesota-Duluth .... 0-0 ......... 2·2-0
Michigan Tech..
0-0........ 2-0-1
c.olor:u.loCollege
0-0
....... 1-0-1
Wi'IConsin .......... . ....0-0
....... 1-1-0
St.Cloud State....
0-0
Alaska Anchor.lge ...... 0-0 ........ .0-2-1
Denver..
.0-0....
0-0-0
NOlthDakool....
.... 0-0 .........0-0-0
fd4ay Qd 2:ltrSHlt'f

:

St.CloudSt.4.MankatoSt:. I
Minnesota-Duluth5,Minnesota3

ColoradoCo1iege12.Stlawrence3
New l:lampshin:: 5, Alaslc:i Anchorage 2

'

5«turdaY Oct 25 rrwlts

St. Cloud St. 2, Mank.I.to St 2, OT
Minnesota 5. Minnesota-Duluth I
MichiganTechatOenver.7:3;p.m.
Colorado College 6, Maine 6, OT
New Hampshin:: at Alaslc:i Anl:horagt:, late
Mi<:higan Tech at Denver. ppd. snow
~
MiMC50tl-Duluth at SL Cloud St. 7:05 p.m.
Nonh D.. ko<a at Minnei-,ota
c.olor.ido Colkge at Michigan Tech
WisconsinatAiaskaAnchoragt:
~
Minnesota-Duluth at SL Cloud St. 7:05 p.m.
Nonh Dakota at Minnesota
Colorado College at Michigan Tech

Friday', Carne summary
Mankato Slate........0....
0. . l ....-1
SI.Cloud Slate..... , 3. . .. . 0 ......1 ....--4
f irstperiod- l.SCSU.MikeMari.ltuenl
(Man Noga). 7:19. 2, SCSU,Jason Siemon i
(Gt:Orge Awada, Man Bailey), 13:08. 3,
SCSU, Slew.in 2 (Geoo Parrish), 15:10
Penalties: SCSU-Josh DeWo!f (miilorsbshing) 7:50; MSU--Jasoo Rintala (minorholding), 15:54; SCSU--Jason Goule1
(minor-boarding).17:0i.
·
second period-No swring. Penahies:
SCSU-Chris Zaleski· (major.
game
rniscondua served by 'Keith ~rsoncheck from hehind), 12:59; MSU--Ben
Chfiscopherwn (minor-roughing) , 15:19;
SCSU-Andy Vicari (minor-roughing),
15:19.

WP Want Your Appetite!

I At "2lrdae,r the more you eat, the more you can
:SAVE ! Pick u_p a Frequent Buyer Card and
1beg1n saving with these mouth watering deals!
:Mega-Monday: Save 50 cents on every
. 1Monster Combo you can eat! No Limit!
:Two fQr Tuesday: 2 Boss Burgers for $2
1Works fQr Me! Wednesday; Save 50 cents on
:every Works Combo yo~ can eat! NO limit!
I
1Thristy Thursd ay: Enlarge your drink for freei
:with any combo purchase
I
1Frisco Friday: Save 50 cents on all Frisco
:
:combos you can eat! No Limit!
I
Lower Leve! Atwoorl C<>nter-SCSU ·_ I
1

L_______ \wt.lee.t _______ j

preparl'S you fo r the big gaml'.

■I

CATMOUCCAMPUSMNSTRY

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P. M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .• 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260

Titird period--4, MSU, Tyler Dcis 2
(Todd ~ ) , 1:33 pp. 5. SCSU, Peler
Tors.son 2 (K. Anderson). 15,04. Penahies·

MSU-Mark Zacharias (minor-holding),
4:41; MSU--Deis (minor-cfOSS checking),
15:40
.
•
Shots ot'I goal---MSU 1-14--6--21, SCSU
6,9-14-29.
Goalics--MSU, DcsChristopher(29shOls25 savei;), SCSU, Brian leiu.a (21 shots-20
saves). Anendance-5,516.

Salunfay'1 Caw summary
Mankaco State ........~ ..8....•..4 ...... 1-1 .. .-.0....-1

=~~=·i'. ··sciu?·:;~~·~~

2
SI.;~
(Awada), 6:24. Pt:naltie..s: SCSU--Dc:Wolf
(minor-imerfer.. ncc) 1:25; MSU-Deis
(minor-holding), 2:52; MSU-Ryan Rintoul
(minor-slashing), 4:28; SCSU--Parrish
(minor-tripping), 4'28; SCSU-Sacha Molin
(minor-high Slicking), 8:28; SCSU-Brian
Gaffaney(minor-slashing). 19:22
Second pcriod-2, MSU, Deis 2 (13.lQll
Krug), 3:S8 pp. 3. SCSU, J. Goolct \ (Ryan
fril;ch, l'arri5h), 7:44. Penalcies: SCSUBench (minor-coo many men on ice served
hr K. Anderson), 2:47; SCSU--DeWolf
(minor-holding),5:40·.
Third period---4, MSU, Ryan Schrick 1
(Deis, Aaron Fox). 18'30. 5, Penalty: MSU-George (minor-hooking). 6:19.
Overtime-No scoring. Penal1ies: None
Shol!l o n goal-MSU 8-4-11-0--23,
12-13-9-3--37.
Goalies-MSU," Brian Nelson 07 shots-35
saves),SCSU.SL'OO Meyer(8shol!l-Ssaves),
Briin
leitza (15 shocs- 13 s;ives)
Attendance--6,140.

scsu

-Huskies
dash to

success
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU cross country teams
were up and running this Saturday
at the Mankato State Classic.
Though no team scores were
compiled for the meet, all the
Husky runners ran well according
to SCSU Head Coach Chad
Fickbohn.
"Everyone did great. It was a
good perfonnance by the Huskies
and good to see before our
regionals," Fickbohn said.
Coming in first place for the
men's team was junior Greg
Sorenson who finished the race
I Ith overall with a timeof26:36.
" I ,,-tried a new tactic this
weekend," Sorenson said. "Instead
of starting out easy and then
accelerating like I usually do, I
decided to take an early lead and I
accelerated at the second mile."
Junior Ryan Pryzbilla and
sophomore Colin HiggiM fini shed
18th and 19th, respectively.
Other notable performances
were from sophomore Den Hall and
freshman runner Pete Crandall.
For the women's team, senior
Janell Kriesel led the team and
finished 5th overall with a time of
18:19.
Junior Amber Flohrs, senior
Amanda Nesse, and junior Rebecka
Trachsel demonstrated pack
running earning 10th, 12th and
13th,
respectively.
Other
performances for the women were
sophomore Lindsay Jerke and fi rstyear runner Jamie Luetschwager.
"Amanda Nesse had . a really
good race, and like the men, the
women ran very well together as a
team, even though team results
weren't kept," Fickbohn said.
The next meet for SCSU is Nov.
8, at the North Central Regional
meet in Brookings, S.D.
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STAFF WRITER

Malaysian and African students will share their cultures
with SCSU students and faculty in November.
Tite Malaysian Studeni Association will host Malaysia
Night on Nov. 2.
The theme of the night is "Budaya Malaysia," which is
a celebration of different cultures. There will be a variety
of Malaysian food, differcnrdances and a fashion show for
starters. J
The menu will include traditional chicken Curry, Malay
Julia Peterson/Assocv.TE E.DfTOR
fried chicken. coconut milk rice and a spicy dish called
From left, seniors Todd Weekley, Mei Kee Loo and Sho Shimizu drum at the Cultural Bazaar Thursday in
Beef Rendang. Tite students expect to spend a day:and-a- ~
Atwood Memorial Center Voyageur's Room. The group is called the St. Cloud Oaigaku Arashi Taiko Pan
half preparing the food.
"We usually start working the night before, and then
(University Storm Japanese Drum Group). One of the songs they performed was written by Weekley after his
we'll work all day Sunday," said Chin Lee, ~ MSA
return from Akita, Japan where he studied Japanese drumming.
president.
.
.
lbe organization will focus on the Jlalive festival Gawai
Dayak. which is celebrated by a tribe in East Malaysia.
''.It's a time to come together and celebrate after the
good harvest," said Lee.
The different dances will be from different races including Malay, Chinese and lndian. One dance, die Oikir
Barat, includes 20 people.
" lt symbolizes teamwork among the people," Lee
explained.
Putting together an event like Malaysia Night also
shows teamwork, according to Lee. The event is
completely organiz.ed by the students in MSA.
'The audience can not only learn about the Malaysian
culture, but see that studen{s can .do a lot by themselves,"
he said.
,
other cultures," Sammons said. "But it's Malerich, one of the organizations
by Tabitha Whissemore
Africa Night will take place the following week on
coordinators. ''They're not after a lot. Nov. 8th.
there."
STAFF WRITER
There was also an organization They just want their children to get an
The African Student Association will put together a
St. Cloud State's first Cullural Bazaar representing disabled people. They education."
meal, fashi on show, dance, and a l,pt more for the evening.
Malerich said Partners Across the
was held Thursday afternoon, featuring promoted their most recent cause -to get
"We want people to go away with the feeling that Africa
several orgahiz.ations from the campus people with disabilities out or nursing Borders has received much of its suppoll is a beautiful, vibrant place," said ASA member Horice
homes
and from churches, businesses, and schools Sturrup.
and community.
around the St. Cloud
"Ever since there's been colleges, into
community
Couscous, jollof rice. and a beef dish called· manfengi
area.
there has been a need for this," said Ga,y living.
are just a few of lhc items on the menu.
One
of
the
Cheeseman, one of the event's
Mi.kc and Sue
lt will take at least five hours to prepare the food, which
highlights of the is traditional in Africa.
coordinators.
Butte also fe lt .
•
Cultural Bazaar was a
Cultural awareness was the goal of grateful that they
The students will also perform an original play written
Japanese
Tea by Andile Mbeki. It is entit led "Love and RCS:pect" and is
the ba7.aar. Students got to sample food
were included in the
Ceremony. Although about arranged maniages.
from different countries and take away Cultural
Bazaar,
the rain forced them
information from a variety of since
disabilities
"An African boy goes to school in the cities and falls in
indoors, the Japan love with a city girl," Sturrup said.
organi'z.ations, including the Japan Club, transcend
all
Club was still able to
Paitners Across the Borders, and the cultures.
The boy's parents disapprove and want to find someone
make the traditional more suitable for their son.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender
''This
really
include
ceremony authentic,
Center.
crosses all races,"
In addition 10 the play wi ll be a Zairean dance and a
with
a
few
modem
'The fact that they invited everyone is said Butte.
fashion show featuring clothing native to West Africa.
conveniences.
really positive," said Tiffinie Miller, a
Other
There will be a band playing Caribbean and African
During
the
graduate assistant for the GLBT organizations
Tiffinie Miller
music, poetry, and keynote speakers, including ASA's
ceremony, students adviser and Tony Akubc.
Center.
brought
along
GRADUATE ASSISTANT FOR
were able to try some
Miller and Heather "Grover" instruments, dolls,
The theme of the evening is 2.abalza, which, according
THE GAY, LESBIAN, la!ISEXUAL
of
the
food
that
is
Sammons, another GA, agreed that pictures~and jewelry
to Sturrup, means a struggle for self-sufficiency.
AND TRANSGENDER CENTER
customary in Japan
while homosexuality is nOl a race, it is from their cultures.
"We want people to come and ' learn about
and, of course, tea. African culture," said Sturrup. "It's a way for us to
the most diversified, unique culture -out Among them were
There was also a celebrate our culture and them to appreciate what we have
there.
the Hmong Club and
p:>em written by a Japanese student and to-offer.''
"It's really the epitome of culture the American Indian Center.
because we include everyone," Miller
Partners Across the Borders sold traditional music.
· Like Lee, Sturrup said the teamwork involved in putting
Cheeseman's biggest hope was that together Africa Night also brings the ASA members
handmade crosses and cards from their
said.
the Cultural Bazaar would open people closer.
Tite women are also trying to promote sister city, Tenancingo, El Salvador.
the fact that homosexuality is not a white,
It was a fund-raiser for the poverty- IO the val1ety of cultures represented
" There's unity in doing an event like this," she said.
on campus that sometimes get
male disease. It is found everywhere, but stricken residents of that community.
Tickets can be purchllsed for both events in Arwood
''These are very resilient, very overlooked. He also promised neXt year Memorial Center up until the nights of the programs.
sometimes it is hard to see.
''There's just not as much visibility in determined peopie," said Sister Anne would be even bigger and better.

~ C1MI!-fftt1t1€-

B~shlJ

Atwood Mall was the site for the first
Cultural Bazaar last Thursday

It's really the
epitome of culture
because we

everyone.
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Word of mouth makes 'Confidential' no secret
Cast with a flair combined with appealing story create worthwhile movie
cast with' that flair which made "Suspects" a
idealism wi ll ruin him at the department.
surprise hit. Kim Bassinger ("Batman")
Sure enough, Pearce alienates everyone
returns to-the screen after a brief hiatus in a
in the department when he snitches on
A mixture of alluring themes fue l the hot
role that seems to be in vogue lately - a
fellow cops who were mercilessly beating
property "L.A. Confidential."
prostitute.
59me Latino suspects.
As the leaves tum golden, studios shift
Danny DeVito also makes a great
S6on J?earce uncovers a complex plot
perionnance as a slimy Hollywood gossip
involving a movie star look-a-like escort
their attention to a meaf
reporter. Australian Russell Crowe ('The
service, sexual blackmail, and bad cops.
Quick and the Dead")
By the way, Bassinger
some summer
has his best American
is done up to resemble
leftovers, like the
role yet as a brass
the alluring Veronica
approaching "Starship knuckles, hard-ass cop.
Lake, a platinum blonde
Troopers" and "Alien:
At the heart of the
from Hollywood's
Resurrection."
cast is newcomer Guy
golden era.
But unlike those
Pearce.
Making a plotIt's afun, witty
movies, "L.A.
.
Pearce plays an
twisting crime story set
,rrystery with
Confidential" didn't
idealistic police officer
in L.A. can be a double
open on 2,000 or3,QOO trying to live up to his
edged sword. Regardless
plenty of
screei,s. It opened on about 50 to 100
super-cop dad's image
of the film's merits, it
screens, much like 'The Usual Suspects" a
Without sacrificing hi~
will inevitably be
appealing
few years ago.
values. The latter is
compared to the classic
characters
Like "Suspec ts," "Confidential" did good
difficull; in
prototype: "Chinatown."
business on the art-house circuit, benefiting
"Confidential's" 1940s
A year ago
actors.
from word of mouth. This led to expanded
L.A. - detectives used
"Mulholland Falls" drew
distribution, and pushed the film into the
their fists as much as
that same comparison,
subu_rbs.
l
their mouths when interrogating suspects.
and eventually was shredded by critics and
Of course, "Confidential" has more in
Academy Award nominee James
audiences, mainly calling it an attempt to
common with "Suspects."
Cromwell ("Babe") is also on board as the
emulate "Chinatown."
Kevin Spacey again leads an ensemble
police chief who reluctantly tells Pearce his
Though "Confidential" may evoke

Jason Lethert
FILM CRITIC

Ef;:1~t~:e

memories of this classic, it has a quality all
it's own.
Sure, it's just as convoluted as
"Chinatown," but the characters have a
different tone which sets it apart.
The story is confusing enough that at one
point I thought it was over, only to have a
twist lead into the real ending. But, by the
end, the pieces fall into place as certain
char"acters me"et Their demise.
It's a fun, witty mystery with plenty of
appealing characters and actors. Though
some may call it a throwback to
"Chinatown," it's appeal lies in it's reaching
back to the Hollywood glory days of noir
thrillers.
That makes it easy to gloss over
imperiections. And if you do go, stick
around till the end of the credits for the final
shot of the film.

and

Rating:

*******000
(7/10)

Now playing at Parkwood IO

First impressions formulated fast
Clothing choices can help or hinder in all aspects of life
lf/ustration by Jon Jacobs and
Story by Muriah Miller

Litter-st, professor of speech communication,

emblems, different brand names and make-up.

:~:t ;:~:~J~~.'~ake can say something

diff~~t

~!;~~f~~~

of choices will make

Experts say the way someone presents
"Clothing (choices), ·along with appearance,
"Image is everything ..." ·
themself and carries themself can be the factor are very important things involved in fann ing a
These words ring .familiar in the ears of many that produces different ideas or possibly first impression," said Utter-st.
AmericaA television viewers fiecause of a series judgments by others. The rote appearance-plays First impressions may be imp6rtanl 1fn a-daily
of advertisements for Sprite soda using that in one's life may differ depending on the person, basis, but become even more significant when a
slogan.
his or her views and the environment.
student starts to enter · the job world through
Most agree what is inside is the real substance
Litter-st said studies have been done that prove interviews and internships.
of the individual, but it is also true many people's the way a person dresses does make a difference
It remains true paying close attention to the
first impressions are created by outward in situations such as asking for donations, roles fashion, poise and overall look play a part
appearance.
seeking signatures on a petition, or simply asking in portraying a positive image of a person.
For this generation of college students , for service at a clothing store.
According to the article "Campus to Career in
dressing for success may be 3: strong part of the
She does a project in her classes which sends 48 hours," in the book Career Connection the
STAFF WRITER

::d;;~o~~~~. r:oi~~1
=~:~;rd~~~:~~
sty les of clothing. She said they get very
interesting results.
"A person may be more persuasive in
different types of clothing," Litters! explained.
'The person w_ill receive different results if their
clothing ponrayed a more elevated status; than if
they had the 'grunge' look.''
.
Also included in appearance are the
accessories one chooses. This inCludes jewelry
(necklaces to nose-rings), tattoos, sporting

:;~%:~:n

~a~~~f~:n
t~te;~:: isa~he~::a:;
impression of the interviewee. That brief
impression might take the entire · interview to
overcome.
The article also states dressing for success, or
to impress, does not rely only upon..the clothing,
but also the body language, and verbal and nonverbal cues a person gives.
In Career Connection, a person is instructed
on the way they should dress - from how far a
shirt Cuff should peek out, to what colors and
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , hairstyle to wear-for an interview.
In interviews, verbal and non-verbal cues also
add to the impression a person makes in daily
life.
A verbal cue could include introducing
··oneself in a polite manner, or thanking someone
for the opport1,1nity to speak with thelTl, whi le
using an appropriate tone of voice or kind of
language.
A non-verbal cue. can communicate as much
as the verbal - walking confidently or giving
someone a big hug can portray the personality of
an individual.
"Don't judge a book by its cover," said Louis
Palmersten, junior.
The importance of a pe;rson's dress does rely
on that person's opinion. II may be more
important when going to job interviews . or
internships, but to some portraying a positive
self-image on a daily basis through fashion is
a1so of importance.
Is image everything?
Whether it be a formal meeting or just a
casual lunch, the way one portrays him/herself
wi ll make a first impression and express an
iplage.
~:ss:a~:;~ualify a person for the position
From GQ to Glamour, and from the styles of
Calvin Klein 10 the.runw.iys of the late Versace,
the fashion world and its influence are in full
force. As with 1Tlost aspects of life, this surrounds
one foundatio n _ choices.
Choosing a style, a wardrobe or a particular.
way of dressing is a way to portray something
about a person.
"We dress to reflect who we are," said Judith

\!i

If desired, more information about dressing
for interviews and internships can be obtained in
Career Services in the Administrative Services
Building.
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n eeds -writers
who have:
§

•A love of
writing
• An inquisitive
mind
• An aggressive
attitude
• A dependable
work e thic
• Good English
skills
• Flexible hours
§

CALL 255-2449

TODAY!
Ryan Voz , Editor
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
1 BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654·1854.

3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., iii a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.
1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
in a· house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
We$! Campus Apts. Located by
Halenbeck. $185/mo. lncludes basic
util. 255-8300.

$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Oft-street
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.

• Deadline: Monday at noon fo; Thursday's edition and noon Friday for -Monday's
heat, edition.
1~~sgfi~e~g~n~sirea:~~d~~1~~ • •Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1.. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
blinds. Call today 654-8300.
•
•C1:assifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the Unive~sity Chronicle.
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
large 1 bdrm. $370/mo. Off-street
parking with plug-ins. • Heat, wale~ door. Notices.are free and run according to the amount o(space.
garbage . included. ~ow security
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 255- '
deposit. 255-8300.
3943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.

~i

$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
YOUR APT.
1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm. apt. Large baths,
spacious closets, basic utili.
included. Calf 654-8300 for more
info.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or 255-1274.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
~:Jo~use. Laundry, no pets. 253-

$185/MONTH FOR FALL '97
single. room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable, OW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.

~t~!:~a~~ P~~ i~u~~~ ~~i

r:tJ~rb:~ : : . $6:,'~~::
Located on the Metro Bus line, close

Policies:

1 & 2 BDRM: APT.
$370-$445/Mo. includes

?-bdrm.H~~!Ea~: 7r~~~mpus
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 2559585.

HIGH POINT APT.

$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S RENT
1 & 2 bdrm. apt. Heat, water,

255-8300.
AVAILABLE:
large single rooms. Also 1 & 2·bdrm.

11~L82lrli~re:•_::JB3tive=l1\i<!Jidee..2J
25511"'
,--..;,:¥u6ca~111:;'':'ii\;~b
;;;iis'imiR!on;;;,:.;no;;;niii':.:S~a1,;:;j2~68,:.:_J1~cin~s..8 glli~2i~'"'

DUPLEX 2ND FLOOR

4bdnns. Avail. now. Dan 255-9163.
ROOM AVAIL.
in 4-bdrm. house, 12/1. U(II. pd.,
$225/mo. plus dep. 202-9598,
Chad.

IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
QUARTERS
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdrm. apts. Free
parking. Dan 255-9163.
SUB·LEASE SPECIALS
m/f, SGLS/DBLS. In house and
apts., campus neighborhood.
Several locations. Dan 255-9163.

BENTONWOOD
2 bdrm. ap1s. S.E. St. Cloud. On bus
line $39()' • $420. Heat pd. Junct.
~~·2:-9~6~~. Avail. 10/23, 1111 '

= = =c;;sc:EA;;;C;;:H;;;W;;;O;:;O;:;D--1 bdrm. apts. Avail. 12/1. Near
$370/MO. 1·BDRM. APT.
D.T./Coborn's. Heat pd., $310 1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
$200
deposit,
low
app.
fee.
Includes
$360.
Dan 255-9163·
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only. heat, water & garbage. S.E. location
AFFORDABLE
on
bus
line.
On-site
laundry.
654Call 240-9483.
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. $370-$455. S.E.
8300.
location on bus line. $100 off 1st
ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO.
month's rent. Low security deposit.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
includes washer & dryer, garbage
255-8300.
removal, water. Located 3 blocks close to SCSU, heat pd., on_bus
line.
Riverside
Property,
251-8284,
from SCSU. Call 253-0873 or (612)4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO.
or251-9418.
295-4084. Off-street parking.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included,
micro., DW, NC, mini2-BDRM. $425/MO.
MALE TO SHARE 4. BDRM. APT.
blinds, High Point Apartments. 259new carpet and paint, heat pd., Forestviaw apts. S.E. location on 9673. .
Campus
Clippper
bus
line.
On-site
close to campus. EPM 251-6005.
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
FEMALES TO. SHARE 4 BDRM.
1997 best choice. Across from
APTS.
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
close to SCSU, heat pd., OW,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with private bathroom and NC for
intercom entry. Call 251-6005.
with classic design. New unit and
the student. Utilities included. 706
common-area carpet. Practical price
6th
Ave.
S.
252-9226.
2-BDRM.
and more perks like sundecks,
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
whirtpools, spa, DW, and micros.
SHARED RENTAL
Call 240-0234 to take-a look.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
4-bdrm. townhomes, with pool,
volleyball, by SCSU. Available
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
immediately, 252-2633.
4~bdrm. townhomes by SCSU. 1st
utilities and cable included. Clean,
quiet. 259-9434.
" ---1-ST_O_P_S_H-OP-P-IN_G_ _ mo. rent free. Basic util. included.
529-8682.
.
we have several 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm.
FEMALE
apts. for fall 1997. Several different
ROOMS
FOR WOMEN
private room in spacious 4-bdnn.
floor plans and amenities. If you
apt. near SCSU. Heat pd., parkin§,
close to campus. Utilities pd.
need fall 1997 housing -WE HAVE
laundry, DW. EPM 251-6005.
Available immediately. Reasonable
IT!!- Call today. We are currently
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
showing all apartments. Choose the
252-6153, leave a message.
1 BDRM. APTS.
size and style and see it today! Call
avail. 12/1. $310 - $360, heat pd. 654-8300.
CAMPUS EAST
Near Coborn's/D.T. Dan 255-9163.
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED. large 4 bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra storage. DW, garages,
SINGLE ROOMS
move in as soon as you like. Nov.
$185/mo., close to campus, off- alredy pd. $150/mo. Bridgeport apt., security. Heat pd. Results, 253street parking. Low security deposit. right across from Halenbeck. Great 0910.
Heat, water, garbage & cable location, awesome roommates. Call
FEMALE PRIVATE ROOM
included. Kris 259-9673. ,
or leave a message for Wendy ,203in spacious 4-bdrm. apt.· Call soon,
0626.
529-0840.
PRIVATE ROOM FOR MALE
in 3-bdrm. ho.use. 259-9434.
-<,

9673.

UnMocW15

ONE BDRM. OF 4 BDRM. APT.
SINGLE ROOMS
$235/mo. Appliances, heat included. . 1 bdrm. apt, close to campus. Call
Immediate occupancy. Campus Select Properties, 253-1154.
Management, 320-251-1814.
OLYMPIC fl
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 41-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2- .bdrm. split units with two full baths.
bdrm. sm.. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445. OW, micros., security, garages, and
2-bdrm.lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool, ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quite
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
4BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or eartiest. Located on
2 OR 3 BDRM. APT.
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
for winter quarter. Ask for Brenda Shoppi_ng Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500Joo.
202-1080.
---------"-STATE VIEW
NEED ROOMMATE IN 4 BDRM.
HOUSE
4 bdrm . .units on campus. Two
near SCSU, $200/mo. plus utilfties. showers, OW, lllicros., security.
Call Dawn after 6 p.m. at 320-285- Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
4875.
WINDSOR WEST
MATURE ROOMMATE WANTED
4 bdrm. Units, and bi-levels. fwo full
w.inteC:qrt....New 2-bdrro. Sherburne baths._DW, micros., security. Heat
-:court. On Campus Clipper, paid. Results, 253-0910.
$245/mo. 654-8536.
SUBLET SPECIALS
LEAVING THE DORMS??
large 4-bdrm units one block from
1 and 2 bdrm. apts. Available Dec. new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
1. Close to campus. Heat, laundry, micros., ~rity, heat pd. Results
parking included. Also on the bus Property Management. 253-0910.
line. 255-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
ROOMS STILL AVAIL. FOR RENT 1 block from campus. Newly
$175- $225/mo., heat, water, and remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
parking pd. Call Jason for more.info. Select Prop.
251-6518.
SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
for single rooms, heat pd., OW
Close to campus. Contact Equity
Investments Ltd., 203-7789.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in 4-bdrm. apts. Close to campus for
summer and fall. Includes heat,.DW,
micro., NC, mini blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available. Campus
Quarters, 575 7th St. S. 252-9226
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
1 BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9·
mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
FEMALE SINGLE ROOMS
$169 to $259. Furnished, laundry,
t.v. area, lg. rooms, flex. leases,
heat pd., util. fixed $11. Parking, 8th
and 9th Ave. 253-4222, Andy.
Model College of Hair Design.

For Sale
TOYOTA,COROLLA 1986
good gas mileage and excellent
heater. Only 86m. 5 spd., asking
$2000, or b/o. Call Scott, 685-4448.
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1985 OLDS CIERA
new fuel pump and filter, fuel line,
and .carburetor. Good winter car.
$900 or b/o. Call 240-8760.
U2 CONCERT TICKETS
for Oct. 29. Good seats.· Call 203-7316.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
God (i.e. JC) loves the people of his
world so very much that he (i.e. JC)
gave me (i.e. God), his (i.e. JC) on~

son (i.e hirnselQ, so that everyone
(i.e. all his children) shall have
eternal life and shall never die
(redundant?) either in the _infinite,

burning screaming torture of infinite
hell, or grovel in infinite screaming
terror in the company of an infinite
torturer in the infinite hell of the

Christi1an heaven. - Jesus of
Nazareth. Those who threaten
others with infinite torture are
terrorists (e.g. clergy, JC). Atheism is

true.
.God loves the pe' le of this

wor1d so very much that he gave me,
his only son, so that those who trust
me shall have eternal life and shall
never die.
- Jesus of Nazareth

Employment
TASP INTL IS HIRING
motivated students for management
postions in their hometowns next
summer. Average earnings between
$7000· $10,000. Training provided.
For more inlo. Call (800) 543-3792.

SUPERSTAR STUDENTS
NEEDED!
earn $ signing up friends &
classmates for olir credit cards.
Opportunity to advance to campus
manager involving hiring & ·training
other students. No car required.
Must be outgoing & aggressive!
Flexible hours & great income! Call
Lori at 800-592·2121 X130.

JOBS!
are you looking for a part-time job?
Apply yourself at Premiere Bingo
and gain valuable sales and
customer service experience. We
can offer you flexible hours,
competitive wages, fun atmospere,
advancement and a variety of work.
Apply today!!! 3123 Roosevelt Rd.,
St. Cloud. 251-2500.

ATWOOD RECREATION CENTER
IS NOW HIRING.
for winter 97/98 supervisor
positions. Pick up an appl. from
Atwood Mem. Center 110 office and
apply for thls great resume building
position. Questions? Ca_ll 255-3773.

MONEY
new fast growing coiTip. •- is looking
for self motivated peopre w/
leadership qualities to help
expansion. Will train. Flex. hrs.
(612) 556-4722.

Monday, October 27, 1997
OVERLOADED!?
need someone to type for you?
Resumes, papers, speeches. Call
Paul at 255-3507.
FLU SEASON'S GETTING
CLOSE!!
call Health Services for flu shot appt.
255-3193, ($8). This vaccine is
highly recommended for anyone
with chronic diseasse: i.e. asthlTla,
diabetes, etc., and for anyone
wishing to a~oid the flu!
SPEECH COMM. CLUB
HALLOWEEN PARTY

COACHES
gymnastics coaches needed for
skilled high school gymnastics
team. Contact Bill Nielsen, activities .
director, at Sauk Rapids High
School, (320) 202-6325.

SPRING BREAK 98'
free food · and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commisions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus representative (800) 574-

EARN MONEY AND FREE
TRIPS!!
absolute best SPRING BREAK
packages available!! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS or small
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTER·
CAMPUS PROGRAMS at HlQO.
327-6013 or http://www.~pt.com ·
$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars; Free
inlo. Call 410-783-8275.

EARN $750-$1500/WK.
r~ise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not call
for info. today. Call 1-800-323-8454
X95.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!? .
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St.., Suite 205, St.
Cloud.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,

$6.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toi! free
1·800-218-9000.

SPRING BREAK "98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. Info.
Call HlQ0.446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.

Attention

KEYBOARDISTS WANTED
for industrial band. Studio, tape. Call
255-1604.
3883 for listings.

DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
student packages. 240-2355.

TYPING.
fast, accurate, professional. Call
240-2355.

KVSC 88.1 FM

snacks and bev., prizes for best
costumes. Questions, can Renee at
251-5579.

GOVT FORECLOSED HQMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
BQ0.218-9000 Ext. H-3883 . lor
current listings.

$1,000s POSSIBLE ·
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext R·
3883 for lotings.

Support

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAzATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 366·
4786. http://www.mazexp.com

PARKING AVAIL.
1 block lrom campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.

75n.

HELP WANTED
at the Municipal Athletic Complex.
Work on our hockey game/ event
staff. Fle~ble hours. Call 255-7223
or stop at the MAC and fill out an
appl. • 5001 8th St. N., St. Cloud.
Appl. being taken until Nov. 3.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WOs. Your Area. Toll Free
1·800·218·9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings,

Oct. 30, 8 p.m. at Geez Bar. $5

CARETAKER TEAM
S.E. side student housing complex.
Partial rent credit for 2-bdrrn. apt. for
caretaking and snow removal
duties. 654-8300.

$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part lime. Al home. Toll Fr.ee (1)
800-218·9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.

FUND-RAISING:
National Hockey Center.has fundraising options avail. for clubs on
campus. Earn $ for cleaning up
building after events. For info.,
contact Jeff, at 255-3327.

CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS ANON.
Now meeting on Mondays at 3 p.m.
Newman Center. Classroom C.

rogram GUl de
KVSC881FMP
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Time

I

Monday

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

5:30-6am

Friday

6:00 am
7:00 am

during our

Saturday

8:00 am

Fall Pledge Drive
through November 2nd

12:00pm

FRETS

MORNING,SHOW
KVSC presents a comfortable
morning show filled with music,
news, sports, and weather.

9:00 am
10:00am

ANO

NEWSWATCH -- Comprehensive News Hour
SHOW

4:_oo pm
5:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm

--=
ANISHINABE
INEWEW!N
AMERK:AN
INOWIMUSIC

rm:

8:00 pm

1um1

9:00 pm

LOCAL &
MN MUSIC

10:00pm

~,

MONO ...VNIGHT

11:00pm

LPOfTHE

12:00am
1:00 am
2-5:30am

WITHOUT

PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Perfect to listen to at work, school
or home. Requests are welcome.

3:00 p~

"'"
TECHNO-

OCME

A NAME

'

NEWS EDITION

DMRQ.IONQ.

TtflMG
OH~
1'1ff
TRADITIONAL
».ll

MORNING SHOW

2:00 pm

Pledge at 255-2398 or
online at www.kvsc.org

~

JAZZ EDITION

11:00am

ECLECTIC
BREAKFAST

FOLK
BLUEGRASS
MUSIC

1:00pm

'illoYYour
h\"'\1So'2Sound
~G'i1~\"'\'i~1\Mlternative

Sunday

BLUES BEFORE SUNRISE

~
SISTERS
FEMALE
ARTISTS

REGGAE
StJNSPLASH

~

THE BIG
BEAT
MODERN
TRIP·HOP&

COI.NTEflSl'lr,ll~~TS

WVIEs

News, weather and information, plus an WORLD
eclectic mix of jazz, blues, reggae,
atAT
classic rock, and folk.

NEWS
•'EA.TURES

IP(TOTHEMUSI(

ALTERNATIVE

i-----!L-'.- W!lOLE
Crispy _LOTJ'A
Bacon
New Music:

BLUES

"'-~

URBAN

INVASION
HIP HOP
RAP

GF< ANlfE ClfY
CLASSIC

F<OCK CAFE

ROCK &

Alternative Rock. of
the 70's, SO's & 90's

ROLL

ALTERNATIVE ROCK
FEATURED ARTIST SPOTLIGHT (11:00 TO 12:00)
PROGRESSIVE
_ ROCK

~Gl?ANlfE
ClfY
r?OCJ::
CAFE

INSOMNIA

c~~.f~~K

DEAD AIR
GRATEFUL
DEAD MUSIC

HEAVEN

CLASSIC

ROCK &
ROLL

